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AESTHETICS SHUTTERS AND BLINDS 
031 303 2364
The brief received by Aesthetics Shutters and Blinds was 
to help with heat and glare reduction, while keeping the 
visibility factor. A Blind Designs SheerWeave blind was 
chosen. With a whisper of light and colour, SheerWeave 
blinds are the perfect complement to any interior decor. 
The simple yet beautiful weaves of SheerWeave fabrics 
add a rich, subtle texture. 



his four-bedroomed home, situated in an exclusive 
upmarket estate overlooking the beautiful lower 
Midlands countryside, epitomises a contemporary 
country lifestyle. The home itself is grand and 

substantial, comprising an open-plan-style living room, 
dining room and kitchen, which is equipped with a 
scullery and pantry that connects to the double garage. 
It has an enclosed veranda that leads to a braai area and 
an impressive master en-suite bedroom that sports its 
own pergola veranda with an outside courtyard shower. 
A perfectly manicured landscaped garden adds to the 
lushness of the property. 

A new build designed by the developer, the house 
was 90% complete when the owners first viewed it. 
“We were thrilled with the standard of building and 
workmanship and everything was to our taste,” says the 
owner. “It was between this home and another home 
in the estate, and this was the one to pull on the heart 
strings. It’s the perfect fit for us.” 

The owners were just as happy with the landscaping. 
“The garden was a relatively clean canvas and this is 
where I could flex my creativity in choosing which plants 
make me happy.”

The architecture of the home and the estate in 
general is influenced by the vernacular of the area and 
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RIGHT: The brief received by 
Sunflex was to enclose the patio 
area with a frameless system that 
allows for maximised usage of 
the area, regardless of weather 
conditions, while also adding to 
the overall aesthetics of the area 
and outside facade. An imported 
running system from Germany, 
fitted with locally toughened 
10mm safety glass, combine for a 
professional application.

SUNFLEX SA 031 512 5202

the original farmhouse of the estate, derived from Cape Dutch 
architecture. The property takes a more contemporary twist on 
colonial architecture with barn-style spaces and references with 
double-volume open-truss ceilings and an H-shaped floor plan. 
The owners decided to give the interior a classic contemporary 
look that is chic yet practical and comfortable. The use of certain 
pieces in antique leather alongside distressed timber also gives 
the home a ranch feel, which the owners love.

ABOVE: Using only the highest-quality materials, fittings and fixtures, 
Sunflex SA prides itself on delivering a quality product and market-
leading levels of service to its customers. The Sunflex range of 
frameless glass sliding doors and stacking doors are ideal for patio and 
balcony doors and enclosures, as well as room dividers. They enhance 
the attractiveness of every home through the use of frameless glass 
and slimline aluminium running profiles. Their bespoke nature allows 
for the seamless integration of systems into new as well as existing 
buildings and structures.

FAIR DEAL WOODEN WINDOWS AND DOORS 031 564 1195

SUNFLEX SA 031 512 5202

ABOVE: Fair Deal Wooden Windows And Doors supplied the meranti 
Victorian mocksash windows, sliding windows, front pivot door and entrance 
frame as well as the meranti internal and external doorframes and doors to 
the suite. The company specialises in aluminium and timber windows and 
doors, garage doors, ironmongery and selected timber products.
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“A comfortable 
family home 
with all the 
trimmings.”
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ABOVE: Nanxing Bricks and Tiles supplied the clay terracotta bricks for 
this home. The company’s clay products are incredibly strong and durable. 
They can last for centuries and won’t break down due to wind, moisture 
and rain. Clay is more durable than concrete and will require replacement 
less frequently, resulting in better value over time.

NANXING BRICKS 033 390 3840
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When asked where the family enjoy spending most of their 
time, the owner had this to say: “Our living area and through to 
the veranda is where we spend all our time as a family. It’s open-
plan and the flow from one space to another works incredibly 
well. We can all be spending quiet time in our own little corner 
but be together in the same space; and when we socialise with 
friends the space opens up as a fabulous entertainment area.”

Underfloor heating was important to this family despite the 
mild KZN climate. “The underfloor heating is essential in winter 
and makes the entire home warm and cosy,” says the owner. 
The owners also chose to enclose the veranda to optimise their 
space: “We installed frameless glass on the veranda as this is a 
space we use all the time, being connected to the garden with 
lovely views of the estate. With the cold in winter and the rain in 
summer, it made sense to enclose the veranda to double up our 
living area in any weather.”

Exposed brickwork, timber and white joinery makes for a 
natural, soothing living space. Q

CONTACTS:
AESTHETICS SHUTTERS AND BLINDS – blinds, shutters and 
curtain tracks
031 303 2364, sales@aestheticsshuttersandblinds.co.za, 
www.aestheticsshuttersandblinds.co.za
EASTWICK BROTHERS – construction
072 297 2699, saraheastwick@telkomsa.net
FAIR DEAL WOODEN WINDOWS AND DOORS – standard and 
purpose-made aluminium and timber windows and doors
031 564 1195, sales@fairdealkzn.co.za, 
www.fairdealwoodenwindows.co.za
NANXING BRICKS – clay brick manufacturers
033 390 3840, nxbricks@live.co.za, www.nanxing.co.za
SUNFLEX SA – custom frameless glass systems
031 512 5202, reception@sunflexsa.co.za, www.sunflexsa.co.za

“The rustic appeal of the home is 
in keeping with the ranch-style 

properties of the interior.”


